Clinical Pharmacology powered by ClinicalKey®

BEST-IN-CLASS DRUG REFERENCE
Clinical Pharmacology powered by ClinicalKey is a comprehensive drug reference that supports healthcare professionals in making sound medication decisions by providing the fastest access to the most current, accurate and clinically relevant drug information.
When healthcare providers are making medication decisions at the point of care, they need accurate, relevant, fast answers to their questions. Clinical Pharmacology powered by ClinicalKey melds effortlessly into the workflow of busy clinicians, so they are productive during their workdays and assured in their knowledge. The result is quick yet well-informed medication decisions that contribute to the highest caliber patient care across your organization.

**The Power of Two**
Healthcare providers can benefit from the “power of two” of the industry’s top-rated references in one, enterprise-wide solution. Clinical Pharmacology is now powered by the technology of ClinicalKey, an intelligent clinical search engine that supports clinical decisions by making it easier to find and apply relevant knowledge. Providers are empowered to deliver better care through fast, concise answers and deep access to trusted evidence wherever, whenever needed.

**Trusted Leader**
Clinical Pharmacology is accepted as a professional drug reference by every State Board of Pharmacy, and trusted by more than 2,000 hospitals, 35,000 retail pharmacies, and pharmaceutical manufacturers, PBMs, health plans and academic institutions. Clinical Pharmacology has been recognized in the Best in KLAS® report as the highest-ranked drug reference as rated by users.

**Superior Quality Content**
Elsevier’s editors are PharmDs, many board certified, with expertise in their specific therapeutic areas. All clinical information, including patient education content, is thoroughly researched and subject to a series of quality control checks. Our editorial team works through a stringent peer-review process with patient safety always at the core.

**Hourly Access to Important Drug Safety Updates**
Drug information changes every day. Sometimes those changes have major implications for patient and medication safety. That’s why Elsevier publishes clinical updates hourly, every day—including weekends and holidays. Clinical information that lags behind puts clinicians at a disadvantage when making point-of-care decisions and could lead to patient care errors.

**Top Speed-to-Answer for Quick, Confident Decisions**
Clinical Pharmacology powered by ClinicalKey is built on an intelligent search engine with advanced technology that delivers answers as fast as clinicians need them. And because quick searching is only half the equation, content is concisely displayed to enable quick finding of relevant data, too, for optimal productivity at the point of care.

**Flexible Delivery Options**
Clinical Pharmacology powered by ClinicalKey is accessible online, or may be integrated into most EHRs and health information systems directly into the workflow via Infobutton, so that your care teams have access to critical drug information at the point of care—including from mobile devices.
**All Inclusive, Enterprise-Wide Solution**
No other drug reference provides frontline care teams with point-of-care answers faster than Clinical Pharmacology powered by ClinicalKey. When more comprehensive or complex drug information is needed, you can rely on this all-inclusive solution across your organization for:

- **DRUG CLASS OVERVIEWS** – to guide formulary drug reviews and therapeutic substitutions
- **PATIENT DRUG AND DISEASE EDUCATION** – Foster better health outcomes by providing resources patients need to understand and engage in their care plans. Consumer medication information and reports are included, along with patient information on thousands of diagnoses/diseases with explanation, symptoms and treatments
- **PEDIATRIC/NEONATAL** – content for premature neonates, neonates, infants, children and adolescents, written and continuously updated by our pediatric/neonatal specialty pharmacists; includes trusted Harriet Lane content, too
- **IV COMPATIBILITY** – comprehensive content including Trissel’s™ 2 Clinical Pharmaceutics Database plus ongoing independent IV compatibility studies—only from Elsevier
- **TOXICOLOGY RESOURCE** – for assessing, diagnosing and managing poison and overdose emergencies at the point of care
- **ONCOLOGY CONTENT** – Clinical Pharmacology is accepted by the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) as a drug reference compendium for use in Medicare coverage decisions for patients with cancer
- **CUSTOM REPORTS** – robust reports allow users to compare drug products or screen for therapeutic issues; ingredient-based and route-specific screening protects against false positive and negative alerts

Clinical Pharmacology powered by ClinicalKey is built on an intelligent search engine with advanced technology that delivers answers as fast as clinicians need them.
Discover how Clinical Pharmacology powered by ClinicalKey makes it easier for pharmacists, physicians, nurses and other clinicians to find and apply relevant knowledge—for higher productivity, confident drug counselling, well informed medication decisions, and optimal patient safety.
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